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recall the Gaussian integration
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textbook renormalization = selective integration + truncation



q.f.t. renormalization = selective path-integral



example : momentum shell integration



example : U(1) gauge theory with massive charged field



U(1) gauge theory with massive charged field



U(1) gauge theory with massive charged field



functional determinant and functional trace



log of determinant = trace of log





log of functional determinant of operator 
= functional trace of log of operator



U(1) gauge theory with massive charged field



U(1) gauge theory with massive charged field

vacuum energy
renormalization

tadpole
cancellation

coupling constant 
(also wavefunction-)

renormalization

finite terms 
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U(1) gauge theory with massive charged fields

more generally we may wish to integrate out partially, say, 
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U(1) gauge theory with massive charged fields



functional Gaussian integral via heat kernel



U(1) gauge theory with a massive charged scalar



U(1) gauge theory with a massive charged scalar



heat kernel expansion
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heat kernel expansion
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heat kernel expansion:    power counting
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1. each        

2. each x-integral 

3. each s-integral 

4. each derivative 

5. each x            

 at each iteration



heat kernel expansion for U(1) R.G.

if derivative of 
field strength 
can be ignored 
or is irrelevant 



heat kernel expansion
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heat kernel expansion
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heat kernel expansion
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we must now decide what is the most useful decomposition of

 we will eventually take              for determinant, 
so Q should be expanded around this position  



heat kernel expansion
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heat kernel expansion
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heat kernel expansion for U(1) R.G.

if derivative of 
field strength 
can be ignored 
or is irrelevant 



after one more iteration
 one-loop R.G. of U(1) gauge theory with massive charged scalar



excursion: quantum one-loop as a functional Gaussian integral
how to derive the Asymptotic Freedom, or Yang-Mills beta function



Yang-Mills theory renormalization & asymptotic freedom



Yang-Mills theory

what types of matrices are preserved under the commutator ? 
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Yang-Mills theory

a canonical example



Yang-Mills theory

more generally
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Yang-Mills theory

what types of matrices are preserved under the commutator ? 



Yang-Mills theory



Yang-Mills theory with matter fields

for example



Yang-Mills theory with matter fields



Yang-Mills theory with matter fields



heat kernel expansion for U(1) R.G.



heat kernel expansion for Yang-Mills R.G.



heat kernel expansion
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Yang-Mills theory with matter fields



Yang-Mills theory with matter fields

Yang-Mills fields interact among themselves, 
so there are additional contribution
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Yang-Mills theory with matter fields

Yang-Mills fields interact among themselves, 
so there are additional contribution



Yang-Mills theory with matter fields

gauge-fixing introduces further contribution from Faddeev-Popov ghost, 
which is like minus of a single complex scalar in the adjoint representation



Yang-Mills theory with matter fields



Yang-Mills theory with matter fields



Yang-Mills theory with matter fields

asymptotic 
freedom !!!



renormalization is selective path-integral



usual textbook renormalization is
selective path-integral + truncation



but there is far more to such renormalization 
processes than mere replacement of numbers



for example, what kind of things happen 
if quantum matter “renormalize” geometry?



2d Weyl anomaly and s-wave Hawking radiation 



Schwarzschild black holes



Schwarzschild black holes
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Schwarzschild black holes



in d=2, metric can always be put in such a conformal form 



a 2d real scalar field coupled to 2d “gravity”
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a 2d real scalar field coupled to 2d “gravity”



a 2d real scalar field coupled to 2d “gravity”



a 2d real massless scalar field coupled to 2d “gravity”



Taylor expansion of metric



with geodesic normal coordinate system



with geodesic normal coordinate system



with geodesic normal coordinate system



with geodesic normal coordinate system



with geodesic normal coordinate system



with geodesic normal coordinate system



heat kernel expansion
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with geodesic normal coordinate system at



a 2d massless real scalar field coupled to 2d “gravity”



a 2d massless real scalar field coupled to 2d “gravity”



this result is widely known as Weyl or 2d conformal anomaly



integrating Weyl anomaly



quantizing  a 2d massless real scalar “renormalize” 2d gravity as



quantizing 2d massless real scalars “renormalize” 2d gravity as



s-wave Hawking radiation from black holes 



back to Schwarzschild black holes



Schwarzschild black holes



Schwarzschild black holes



black holes from collapsing stars



Schwarzschild black holes



Schwarzschild black holes



Schwarzschild black holes



black holes from collapsing stars



Schwarzschild black holes



s-waves of N scalar fields, 
minimally coupled to spherically symmetric geometry



quantized S-waves of N scalar fields, 
minimally coupled to spherically symmetric geometry



quantized S-waves of N scalar fields, 
minimally coupled to spherically symmetric geometry



energy-momentum of N quantized scalar s-wave modes

outflow energy density

inflow energy density



energy-momentum of N quantized scalar s-wave modes
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energy-momentum of N quantized scalar s-wave modes



energy-momentum of N quantized scalar s-wave modes

physical initial condition for            is 



energy-momentum of N quantized scalar s-wave modes

physical initial condition for            is 



no radiation near horizon implies net outgoing radiation far away



late-time (s-wave) Hawking radiation



Bogolyubov, Hawking, Unruh, and de Sitter



black holes from collapsing stars



how do we understand such radiation “out of nothing” 
via direct quantum analysis of the scalar fields ?



how does one define 
a quantum vacuum for a free field in curved space-time ?

how does one define 
a quantum state in curved spacetime ?



time-slices/coordinates are needed to define a Hilbert space



time-slices/coordinates are needed to define a Hilbert space



we must have an inner product of wavefunctions, which is 
invariant under time-shift / coordinate changes



bases related by Bogolyubov transformation



bases related by Bogolyubov transformation



 operators related by Bogolyubov transformation



with operators related by Bogolyubov transformation



the vacuum of one Hilbert space is not the vacuum of another



Schwarzschild black holes
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Schwarzschild black holes



back to the Schwarzschild black hole



back to the Schwarzschild black hole

vs.

sensible for observers
at the future horizon

sensible for observers
far away from black hole

modes moving toward infinity
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back to the Schwarzschild black hole

vs.

sensible for observers
at the future horizon

sensible for observers
far away from black hole

invisible but necessary



what if the field is massive ?

what about higher angular momentum mode ?

what if the field has intrinsic spin ?



mode expansion of massive scalars in tortoise coordinate



mode expansion of massive scalars in tortoise coordinate



mode expansion in tortoise coordinate

intrinsic spin,
angular momentum,
curvature effect, ….



back to the Schwarzschild black hole



back to the Schwarzschild black hole



as we have to do an analytic continuation in the lower half plane



back to the Schwarzschild black hole



back to the Schwarzschild black hole

~ bosonic thermal radiation
at temperature



back to the Schwarzschild black hole

~ bosonic thermal radiation
out of a pure quantum state

perfectly entangled pure quantum state



back to the Schwarzschild black hole

~ bosonic thermal radiation
out of a pure quantum state

perfectly entangled pure quantum state
 fully mixed, thermal state after partial trace



fully mixed state from a perfect quantum entanglement



which happens whenever there is an event horizon



with thermal spectra 
whenever two coordinates are related via exponential



with thermal spectra 
whenever the time coordinates are related via exponential



cosmological horizon in de Sitter universe

typical 
co-moving 
observer



Rindler horizon for uniformly accelerating observers



the Unruh temperature is a little more subtle
as each Rindler wedge has no obvious asymptotic frame;

the Unruh temperature refers to the observer at   

more generally,  the same formula works for other accelerated 
observers if    is replaced by her own acceleration 



radiative vs. thermal equilibrium

Hartle-Hawking vacuum for BH;
Bunch-Davies vacuum for de Sitter;
Unruh vacuum for Rindler wedges

radiation vacuum


